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Summary
About the project
This report is a documentation of a numerical simulation model of the natural gas
market in Germany, France, the Netherlands and Belgium. It has been developed
in a first stage of the research project «Internationalisation and structural change
in the gas market», under the auspices of the Research Council of Norway. The
goal of the entire project is to enhance the understanding of the factors behind the
current and upcoming changes in the European gas market, with particular
attention to the downstream part of the gas chain. The first stage of the project,
undertaken in 1997, has also consisted of a literature review of earlier efforts in
gas market modelling and other relevant research and is documented in ECON
(1997). Although the final design of the model may be modified in order to fit into
planned analyses at later stages in the project, this report gives a detailed
description of the basic properties of the model as it stands by November 1997. In
the second stage of the project we plan to use the model in analyses of changes in
regulations and in changes originating from the market itself.

Model structure

The present version of the model is quite «open». It takes European border prices
of gas as given, adds transmission and distribution cost and profit margins as well
as gas taxes, to calculate gas prices. The model contains demand sub-models for 5
sectors of the economy - households, chemical industry (which is a large gas
consumer), other industry, the commercial sector and electricity generation.
Demand responses to price changes are assumed to take time, and the long run
effects are significantly larger than the short run effects. For the household sector
and the electricity sector, the dynamics are modelled by distinguishing between
energy use in the old and new capital stock. In addition to prices and the activity
level (GDP), we include the extension of the gas network as a potentially
important variable in explaining the development of gas demand.

Theoretically, a common view has been that gas is priced according to the market
value principle, i.e. according to the consumers' costs of meeting their energy
requirements from other energy carriers. However, in practice, different
consumers have different alternative costs, and there are significant variations
between countries in the ratio of gas prices to other fuel prices. This calls for a
careful consideration of the pricing decisions in empirical analyses. The model
does in the present situation not contain specified pricing rules, but such structures
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may be imposed when the model will be used in analyses at a later stage. Also, it
will be important to analyse the future development of the gas network. It is
reasonable to conjecture that investments in extensions of the network depend on
the (current and expected) profitability of such investments, and we indicate in the
current report haw this can be included in the model in a simplified way.

The properties of numerical simulation models are often described by dynamic
multipliers, which describe the behaviour of important variables when key
explanatory variables are changed. At the end of the report we show the results of
a model experiment where the costs in transmission and distribution were reduced.
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Introduction
Background
Both policy makers as well as commercial actors have shifted attention towards
the downstream part of the gas chain in the European market. Increasing tensions
within the present industry structure and way of conducting business are observed.
The political interest is turning towards efficiency and competition. Political and
economic integration in EU removes national boundaries as the natural
confinement of commercial actors. Important price differentials between end users
in different markets and countries mobilise consumers for change. Third party
access (TPA) and/or other trading practises between the companies involved in
transmission are likely to gradually change the transportation part of the industry.
Companies are increasingly likely to engage themselves in activities (joint
ventures, shareholdings, agreements) in other parts of the gas chain than was
previously their exclusive domain. Also, new actors involve themselves in
transmission and as trading companies.

ECON is currently undertaking a research project under the auspices of the
Research Council of Norway titled «Internationalisation and structural change in
the gas market». The aim of the project is to reach a better understanding of
current and future changes arising from increased regulation (and partly de-
regulation) both at the national and the EU level, as well as from market-driven
changes towards more competition. The first stage of the project has been to
obtain an overview of previous research on gas market issues and to develop a
numerical simulation model that can be useful in later analyses. The literature
survey is reported in ECON (1997), while the simulation model is described in this
report.

Earlier research
Earlier modelling efforts on the European gas market has focused on strategic
competition between the external gas suppliers to Continental Europe (i.e. Russia
(and before the upheavals in Eastern Europe - USSR), Algeria and Norway).
Recent model based analyses based on numerical game theoretic models are
Golombek et al.(199x) and Berg et al. (199y)1. The focus of these analyses have
been price formation in at the wholesale market for gas in Europe, while treating

A more comprehensivve overview of earlier analyses of gas market issues is given in ECON (1997).
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the downstream part of the gas sector in a very rudimentary way. The analyses
have provided valuable insights in the interactions at the supply side. However,
the behaviour in the transmission and distribution sector has not been in focus and
has mainly been modelled by exogenous transport charges.

Open model

The model described in this report is designed to be a tool to be used in analyses
of changing market structures in Europe. In order to be useful, the basic structure
of the model must be open and flexible, which may later permit more sophisti-
cated solution concepts. At its present stage, the model describes gas demand in
five sectors in four countries. One difference from earlier models is that we have
described in more detail dynamics of gas demand and that the structure of costs
and profit margins in the transmission sector and the distribution sector is
specified in more detail. In addition, energy prices and taxes for other energy
carriers are specified as independent variables.

Transmission and Distribution

The transmission and distribution sectors must decide on (at least) two important
variables. These are the margins and finally the price of gas to the end user.
Another is the speed and direction of expanding the gas grid. Gas is usually
perceived as being be priced at its market value which implies that the price is set
at (or slightly below) the price that leaves consumers indifferent between choosing
gas or the alternative (which may be fuel oil, coal or electricity). In practice, the
principle of market value pricing is not so straightforward, because different
consumers may face different alternative energy carriers, alternative energy costs
may be very different for new investments than for retrofitting and so on. Conse-
quently, there will not be one unique market value for gas in a country or even
within one market. The transmission or distribution company may choose to set
prices just a little below «the market value», or significantly lower. The deter-
mination of this price differential may be governed by these companies' longer
term considerations about gas penetration in the market. If the distribution
company set gas prices significantly below the market value of most consumers,
the company will attract more customers and should expect higher sales in the
future. Setting prices just below competing fuel prices, will result in a slower
growth in gas sales, but higher profits per unit of gas sold. One hypothesis may be
that distribution companies follow a cost-plus strategy while transmission
companies set margins based on market value considerations. The investment be-
haviour may be different in different layers in the gas chain and in different
countries.

Price elasticities
The main behavioural equations in the model are the gas demand equations. These
have not been subject to econometric estimation. We have imposed certain
structures and elasticities based on earlier research and our own considerations
about the market.
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Econometric analyses of energy demand are numerous, but there are considerably
fewer that have been occupied by inter-fuel substitution. Earlier surveys such as
Al-Sahlawi (1989) report direct price elasticities mainly between -1 and -3. A
recent survey both on aggregate elasticities and gas price elasticities is Atkinson
and manning (1995). They display the estimated own price elasticities in 5
analyses of inter-fuel elasticities. Direct price elasticities range from -0,3 to -2,3.
A recent econometric analysis of energy substitution in European countries is
Brubakk et al. (1995), which is based on analysis of aggregate time series data.
The long run own price elasticity of gas demand in industry was estimated to -1 in
all of the four countries that is covered by this report, while the one year
elasticities were one fifth of the long run elasticities. For the service sector the
picture seems less clear, but there seems to be a tendency (except in the
Netherlands) of higher (in absolute value) price elasticities in the service sector.
The general result was a long run own price elasticity of-1,2 in the service sector.
Household gas demand was little price-responsive, according to Brubakk et al.
(1995), with long run elasticities varying between -0,3 and -0,5. Few if any of the
analyses surveyed have conditioned the estimates on gas availability. The
calibration of the gas demand equations in ECONGAS is partly based on these
results, but other considerations have also played an important role.

The rest of the report describes the equation structure and the considerations we
have made.
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3 General aspects of the
model

Geographical coverage

The model covers the gas market in Germany, France, the Netherlands and
Belgium. The model identifies the rest of gas demand (or rather net imports) in
Europe as one aggregate. Gas production in each of the four countries specified in
the model is exogenous. The net imports of gas in the rest of continental Europe is
specified as an exogenous variable, which makes it fairly easy to have an
impression of the over all balance between supply and demand for gas in Europe.

Basic structure

An European border price is one major forcing variable, whereby consumer prices
are determined by adding costs and profits in transmission and distribution as well
as gas taxes. There are sector-specific transmission and distribution costs,
resulting in sector-specific gas prices.

There are five gas consuming sectors (households, chemical industry, other
industry, commercial sector and the electricity sector). Gas demand is inter alia
determined by the gas price/alternative price ratio. The alternative price is a
weighted average of prices on alternative fuels (heavy fuel oil, light fuel oil, coal
and electricity). The gas demand functions are dynamic in the sense that it takes
time for price changes to obtain their full effects on energy demand.

A novel feature compared to previous gas market models is that demand in the
household sector is modelled in a «pseudo» putty clay formulation, whereby
substitution possibilities are much larger at the time of instalment of energy
related equipment than in the existing stock of capital. The distinction between
«new» and «old» capacity is also used in the electricity sector. Another novel
feature is the direct modelling of the expansion of the gas grid, explained by
profitability in the transport sector, and the consequent effects on gas demand.

The model is simulated in 5-year intervals. Stock variables such as GDP thus
measure GDP in each year. This is the case with most flow variables as well, such
as energy demand and production. For some variables such as the number of
dwellings, the variable definition is a little different, cf chapter 4.
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Measurement units
All gas quantities are measured in cubic meters a 40 MJ. Energy prices are
measured in centi-ECU per cubic metre (cbm). The base year for the model is
1995, and all prices and economic variables are measured in 1995 prices. Current
exchange rates for conversion from national currencies were used. The model is
programmed in the simulation program GAMS, even though it is a recursive
simulation model. This makes it easy to introduce various types of optimisation
equilibria or introducing more complex structures in the model at a later stage.

The data sources are IEAs Energy Balances, IEAs Energy Prices and Taxes and
company reports.

Terminology in this report

Coefficients and indices are written with lower case letters. Variables (endogenous
and exogenous) are with upper case letters. Variables have subscripts for country,
sector and year. Coefficients have subscripts for country and sector. In quite a few
cases, coefficients also have subscript for year. E.g. a higher long run elasticity
than short run elasticity, implies that the coefficient has a time dimension attached
to it.

Example: GASD(c, s, t) means gas demand in country c, sector s in year t. dko(c,
s) is coefficient for country c, sector s (but no time dimension here).

The following classification is used:

Indices
af alternative fuel (LFO, HFO, COA, EL)
c country (GE, FR, NE, BE)
s demand sector (HO, CH, 10, CO, PE)
k technology type in existing electricity plants (OLGAS, OLCOA)
kn technology type in plants built after the base year (NEGAS, NECOA)
1 customer type for the transmission companies (DI, PE, CH). DI =

distribution sector
m Distribution sector's customers (HO, 10, CO)
t year

Demand sectors
PE Electricity production
CH CHemical industry
10 Other Industry
HO Households
CO Commercial sector

Customer sectors for the transmission companies
DI Distribution sector
PE Public electricity production
CH Chemical industry
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Customer sectors for the distribution companies
HO Household sector
10 Other industry
CO Commercial sector

Countries

GE Germany
FR France
NE Netherlands
BE Belgium

Alternative fuels (index af)

HFO Heavy fuel oil
LFO Light fuel oil
COA Coal
EL Electricity

Old fossil electricity generation technologies (index = k)
OLCOA «01d coal»
OLGAS «01d gas»

New fossil electricity generation technologies (index = kn)

NECOA «New coal»

NEGAS «New gas»
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4 Gas demand functions
We have used two kinds of gas demand functions. The simpler formulation of a
gas demand function depending on a quantity and price variable and possibly
some other variables such as grid coverage etc. The equation can be made
dynamic in order to capture delays in the adaptation to relative prices and mimic
the investment decisions in different heating equipment that has to be undertaken
in order to change fuel. However, such a formulation will impose symmetry both
in the short an long run with respect to the effects of prices, i.e. certain irreversi-
bility features of the "real world" will not be adequately represented. However,
one may gain in computational simplicity but whether this will have any practical
importance is uncertain. We have chosen to implement a structure of gas demand
that accounts for differences between old and new technology in the household
sector and in the electricity sector. This is mainly motivated by a view that this
distinction is of particular importance in these sectors, but is also partly due to
better data availability. For the chemical industry, other industry and commercial
sectors, we postulate an ordinary demand function based on a partial adjustment
formulation. Thus all demand equations are dynamic, though with different
specifications.

Gas demand depend on prices and a quantity variable. For the household sector,
we use the number of dwellings, for the two industry sectors and the commercial
sector, we just link gas demand to GDP. Gas demand in the different industry
sectors have varying elasticities with respect to GDP in order to account for faster
growth in services than in industry, especially heavy industry.

4.1 Structure of gas demand
In many practical applications it is customary to assume constant price elasticities.
However, a common perception is that in many markets gas is priced just below
its market value and that an increase in gas prices would make many consumers
switch to other fuels, thus leaving gas demand very price elastic if gas prices rose
markedly. However, if all consumers that have installed gas firing equipment
already use gas, the potential for further increases in gas demand if gas prices
were reduced, seems modest. Thus there are arguments for a non-symmetric gas
demand function. Such as structure is built into the US GRI model (Nesbitt et al.,
1989). There is a "core market" where consumers are to a large extent seen as
captive, and "non-core market" where consumers have an immediate alternative
such as fuel oil. Thus the price elasticity in the core market is low while it is high
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in the non-core market. The structure of gas demand is like in figure 4.1. At high
gas prices, the "non-core" market does not use gas. However, the captive "core
market" still uses a lot of gas. At a certain range of lower gas prices, it becomes
attractive for the "non - core" market to switch to gas. Gas demand is very price-
sensitive in the price range where more and more consumers with dual fuel switch
to gas. When the whole "non-core" market has switched to gas, further price
reductions have little impact on gas demand.

Figure 4.1 Stylised representation of a typical demand function for gas in one
sub-market

Price
of gas

Oil
price

Core market

Quantity

SourcerNesbitt et al. (1989)

A precondition for these mechanisms to apply is the existence of significant dual
fuel capacity, and this is probably less common in Europe than in the US. Recog-
nising the potential importance of these structural properties of the gas market, we
have relied on the simpler log-linear formulation, resulting in constant price
elasticities.

4.2 Household sector
Fuel choice differs very much between old and new dwellings, and gas demand
from the two groups are modelled separately. This is a kind of simplified vintage
model where fuel-specific equipment is chosen only for new dwellings and a
given fraction of the existing stock of old dwellings (annual replacement). We
thus do not model any fuel switching in the existing stocks of dwellings due to
dual fuel capabilities.

Old dwellings
(4.1) GASOLDWE(c,t) = ALFAO{c,t) • EPS(c,t) • OLDWE(c,t)

Gas demand in old dwellings (dwellings constructed until the end of the base
year), GASOLDWE, is determined by the number of old dwellings (OLDWE),
gas use per old dwelling actually using gas (EPS(c,t)) and the share of old

10
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dwellings that use gas (ALFAO(c,t)). The number of old dwellings is an
exogenous variable that may decline due to demolition of old dwellings.

The development of the share of old dwellings using gas is endogenous while we
do not attempt to model gas use per dwelling that actually use gas (EPS(c,t) is
exogenous). Changes in the share of old dwellings using gas is assumed to take
place only by retrofitting (e.g. replacement of an old oil heater with a new gas
heater). It is assumed that this takes place for a small (and exogenous) part of the
stock of old dwellings every year. For households actually facing the choice
between continued gas use or shifting to alternative fuels, the gas share is deter-
mined by relative gas prices and gas availability. The equation for the share of old
dwellings using gas is displayed below.

, ALFAO(c,t) N ALFAO(c,t-l ^k( J Cdfa°{c) + lamalfa0{c)}

+ prodh{c) • H—^—2—^-) + avodh(c) • A VAIL(c, ho, t)

The share of old households using gas (ALF AO) is given partly by the share in the
previous year. A fraction of old households shifts equipment every period, and are
sensitive to gas prices and availability. Typically, only a relatively small fraction
of old dwellings are shifting equipment every year. If we reckon that energy
equipment lasts 30 years, one can assume that 1/6 of all old dwellings will make a
choice about energy technology each 5-years period. This is our justification of
the displayed dynamic structure with a lamalfao value of 0,85.

Efficiency in old dwellings is exogenous (EPS(c,t)). We have used the formula-
tion ln(ALFAO/(l-ALFAO)) in order to ensure that the gas share always be be-
tween 0 and 1. The long run price elasticity thus is [prodh/(l-lamalfao)*(l-
ALFAO)]. The elasticity with respect to changes in the right hand side variables
thus approach zero as the ALFAO approaches unity.

New dwellings

Consumers choose fuel on the basis of price expectations. Equation (4.3) deter-
mines gas demand in «new» dwellings.

(4.3)

GASNEDWE{c,t) = GASNEDWE(c,t-1) + ALFAN(c,t) • EPSN(cJ) • DDWE(c,t)

GASNEDWE is gas demand from the stock of «new dwellings)) (i.e. dwellings
constructed after the base year), ALFAN(c,t) is the share of dwellings constructed
between year t-1 and year t, that use gas. EPSN(c,t) is gas use per dwelling
constructed in this period (exogenous). DDWE is the number of dwellings
constructed between year t-1 and year t. Equation (4.3) says that gas demand in
new dwellings in period t is gas demand in new dwellings in period t-1 plus gas
demand in dwellings constructed from period t-1 to period t. Continued increases
in energy efficiency is accounted for by the exogenous variable EPSN.

n
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The share of dwellings constructed from period t-1 to period t choosing gas
(ALFAN), is determined by prices and gas availability. We model this as a
dynamic equation as well. The justification for a dynamic formulation here can
not lie in technical adjustment lags, but learning processes in formation of price
expectations may serve as a justification. The equation is:

(4.4)
ALFAN (c,t) PGASD(c,ho,0H i W CmlfaniC) + Pmd{C)b( P

ALFAN(c,t-

where coalfan is a constant and prnd and avnd are country-specific (short run)
coefficients for relative fuel prices and gas availability, respectively.

Total gas demand from the household sector is the sum of gas demand for old
dwellings and new dwellings:

(4.5) GASD(c, HO,t) = GASNEDWE(c,t) + GASOLDWE{c,t)

Using this model formulation, the time dimension in the development of gas
demand becomes even more important. The model becomes more suited to
account for the real world irreversibilites. Price sensitivity for investment in
heating equipment is high, but once customers are hooked at the grid or have
chosen gas equipment, the price elasticity is significantly lowered even in the
longer run.

Parameterisation
The time lags must be much larger for old than for new dwellings, but we want to
impose the same long run elasticity. In the long run one should expect a relatively
large price elasticity, at least if gas prices rise above costs of competing fuels.
Thus, despite some econometric estimates, we assume a long run price elasticity
of-2, calculated at the gas shares in 1995. The coefficient for lagged endogenous
variable is 0,85 for old dwellings, and 0,3 for new dwellings so that the short run
effects are much larger for new dwellings (but these account for relatively smaller
part of the dwellings stock).

4.3 Industry and services
For the chemical industry (CH), other industry (10) and commercial sector (CO)
we have specified dynamic equations based on a partial adjustment formulation.
Thus gas demand responds with a time lag to changes in energy prices and gas
availability.

Gas demand in these sectors are modelled as a partial adjustment model:

12
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\n(GASD(c,m,t)) = cogasd(c,m,t) + ieva(c,m) • \n(VA(c,m,t))

(4.6) +avava(c,m)-\n(AVAIL(c,m,t)) + prva(c,m)-M '
V PALT(c,m,t)

\n(GASD(c,m,t-l))

m = IO,CO,CH

The model user will have to provide exogenous GDP assessments. The GDP
elasticities are higher for the commercial sector than for the industry sectors.
Within industry, the GDP elasticity is set to zero for the chemical industry. Gas
use in the chemical industry has been virtually unchanged during more than one
decade in the four countries so we have assumed a zero GDP elasticity for gas
demand in this sector.

Probably, the price sensitivity in chemical industry's gas demand is very high if
gas prices rise above a critical level. This effect arises from the competition on the
international market for fertiliser products and other products from the chemical
industry. What the ability of these industries is for enduring much higher prices
than the present levels, is uncertain. There are grounds for believing in an
asymmetry in gas demand for this industry, since one may not expect corre-
spondingly large increases in gas demand from chemical industry if gas prices are
set below present levels. However, we have not yet experimented further in using
non-linear demand functions. The exposed position of this industry is accounted
for by imposing large price elasticities in gas demand.

Parameterisation

Different GDP elasticities account for the rising share of services in GDP and the
declining share of industry, especially heavy industry. The GDP elasticity for
chemical industry is set to zero while these elasticities are 0,8 and 1,4 for other
industry and commercial sector, respectively. We have imposed long run price
elasticities of -1 for other industry and the commercial sectors, along the lines in
the econometric analyses. The competitive situation of the chemical industry is
accounted for by a long run price elasticity of -5. The long run (semi) elasticity
with respect to gas availability is 1.

4.4 The electricity sector
Electricity is produced both in large electricity plants and in combined heat and
power plants of varying size. We have aggregated together electricity plants and
combined heat and power plants. However, we do not specify heat output in CHP
plants (nor in pure heat plants). In one (Germany) of the four countries the IEA
energy balances say that pure heat production use gas as input. This gas use is
treated as exogenous, and added to other gas uses in the electricity sector.

The electricity sector has for long time been heavily regulated and partly owned
by the government. Fuel choice has thus to a large extent been influenced by
policy considerations about environmental factors and energy security. Relative

13
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fuel prices in electricity generation has played a role but have not been the
decisive factor.

In the model formulation, we distinguish between different electricity generation
technologies and between old and new capacity. Old capacity of different
technologies are exogenous and determined by scrapping decisions. New capacity
is determined by a lot of factors, of which relative fuel costs is only one. For
example, full costs of new gas based electricity plants are lower than coal based
electricity, and still a country like Germany still plan expansion of coal based
electricity. In a future deregulated market regime, some of these considerations
may not longer be present, and price sensitivity may be much higher than in a
regulated regime. It is thus important to bear the conditional nature of the model
(conditioned on the market structure) in mind.

The modelling of electricity production and gas demand from the electricity sector
lies close to the treatment in the ECON-ENERGY model.

Total electricity demand and production

Gas demand from the electricity sector is derived from electricity production
based on gas. Electricity production is in turn derived from domestic electricity
demand, net exports of electricity and transmission losses and the energy sector's
own use of primary energy.

Total electricity demand (ELD) is derived by a simplified relationship with GDP
and the electricity price which is exogenous.

(4.7)
\og{ELD(c,t)) = eldcon{c) + eldi\{c) • log(GDP{c,t)) + eldpl(c) • \og(PEL(c,t))

eldcon is the constant term, eldil and eldpl are elasticities w.r.t. GDP and the
electricity price, respectively. The price elasticity is set to -0,5 and the income
elasticity 1,0. For simplification we have used a static equation.

Total domestic electricity production is obtained from electricity demand and net
exports, corrected for transmission losses and own use of electricity:

(4.8) ELP{c,t) = (1 + loss) • (ELD(c,t) + NEEL(c,t))

where ELP is total electricity production, NEEL is net exports and loss is trans-
mission losses and own use as a fraction of total electricity demand.

Domestic electricity production from fossil fuels is the difference between total
electricity production and production of electricity based on hydro, nuclear and
other sources:

(4.9) ELPFOS(c,t) = ELP{c,t) - HYD(c,t) - NUC(c, t) - OTHEL(c,t)
where ELPFOS is total fossil based electricity production, HYD is hydroelectric
production, NUC is electricity production in nuclear power plants and OTHEL is
electricity produced from other technologies (especially renewables (wind and
others)), all measured in TWh.

14
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Old and new capacity

The overall idea is to consider the development in the capacity installed until the
end of the base year distinct from the development of capacity installed after the
base year («Old» and «new» capacity). Production of electricity from hydro,
nuclear, others as well as net exports, are exogenous. We distinguish between 2
different fossil fuel technologies among electricity plants installed until the base
year. These are old gas power (OLGAS), and old coal power (OLCOA).
Electricity production with these technologies are exogenous variables.

Gas use in old electricity plants of the two technologies is derived from electricity
output from the two technologies by:

(4.10) GELOLT(c,k,t) = ^aselol^k^\.ELOL(c,k,t)
\elptg{c,k,t)J

where GELOLT(c, k, t) is gas use in the electricity sector, from existing electricity
generation capacity of type k (k= OLGAS, OLCOA), country c, year t, measured
in TWh. elptg(c, k) is the energy efficiency for technology k. gaselg(c.k) is a
coefficient for transforming electricity in TWh to gas demand in million cubic
meters (mem). Consequently this matrix contains zeroes for electricity technology
OLCOA. ELOLT(c,k,t) is electricity produced with old technology k. De-
commissioning of existing fossil capacity, measured in TWh of electricity
production is taken account of by the exogenous forecasts for ELOLT(c,k,t).
Increased electricity production in existing plants due to increased capacity
utilisation can be accounted for by assuming that ELOLT(c,k,t) can increase from
the base year level. Aggregate gas use from old electricity generation technologies
is determined by:

(4.11) GELOL(c, t)= ZkGELOLT(c, k, t)

where GELOL(c, t) is aggregated gas use by public electricity sector, total for all
old plants used in electricity generation.

Total electricity production (TWh) in old capacity (ELOL) becomes

(4.12) ELOL(c, t)=2kELOLT(c,k,t)

The requirement that total supply of electricity must equal total demand, deter-
mines the need for production from new fossil capacity (ELNE(c,t)):

(4.13) ELNE(c,t)=ELPFOS(c,t)-ELOL(c,t)

Given ELPFOS from (4.9) and ELOL(c,t) from (4.12), ELNE(c,t) is determined in
equation (4.13). ELNE(c,t) is cumulated electricity production in fossil capacity
installed after the base year.

The instalment of electricity production from period t-1 to period t (DELNE(c,t)),
is defined as the difference from previous period in production from new capacity
(remember that time is measured in 5 years periods so that DELNE(c,t) is changes
in production using new capacity during the latest 5 years).
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(4.14) DELNE(c,t)=ELNE(c,t)-ELNE(c,t-l)

DELNE(c,t) is allocated on different new technologies (NEGAS - new gas and
NECOA - new coal) by the fuel shares SHEL(c,kn,t)

(4.15) DELNET(c,kn,t)= SHEL(c, kn, t)*DELNE(c,t)

The shares must sum to unity. These shares are determined by total costs (fuel
costs and capital costs) of electricity production using either coal or gas as fuel.
Below, fuels shares are dependent on marginal costs of using different fuels.
Multinomic logit2 (MNL) equations of the following form are implemented:

(4.16)

coenyic, kn) • CEL{c, kn, t) °"ul i c kn)

where coeny(c,kn) and doeny(c,kn) are fixed coefficients. CEL(c,kn,t) are
marginal energy costs of the different fuel technologies in new plants.
ZZSHEL(c,kn,t) are error terms for different fuels but can also be used to account
for non-price factors affecting fuel choice.

CEL(c,kn,t) is determined by input fuel prices, energy efficiencies and capital
costs by

(4.17)

CEL(c, kn, t) = PFEL(c, kn,t)\ ) + PCAPEL(c, kn, t)
\elptn{c,kn,t) -3,6J

CEL(c,kn,t) expresses the full cost of electricity production using new technology
kn, measured in cECU/kWh. PFEL(c,kn,t) are either the gas price or the coal
price, paid by the electricity sector. PCAPEL(c,kn,t) are unit capital costs for new
electricity technology kn in country c in year t. elptn(c,kn,t) is the thermal
efficiency in electricity production using new fossil technology kn, in year t. The
factor 3,6 transforms from price per cubic metre to price per kWh.

Gas demand from the incremental electricity production in period t, is

(4.18) GDELNET(c,kn,0 = ^T / } \ • DELNET{c,kn,t)
V elptn(c,kn,t) J

where elptn(c,kn,t) is energy efficiency while gaselne(c,kn) converts from TWh to
million cubic metres of gas. As there is a time index in elptn, this opts for
technical change in gas requirements in new electricity capacity.

Gas demand from cumulated capacity increases for each of the different new
technologies since the base year, GELNET(c,kn,t), are

A property of MNL is that the share elasticites with respect to own price declines with the fuel shares.
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(4.19) GELNET(c,kn,t)=GELNET(c,kn,t-1 )+GDELNET(c,kn,t)

Total gas use by new capacity arises from the summation over technologies:

(4.20) GELNE(c,t)=Ikn GELNET(c,kn,t)

Total gas use by the public electricity sector is defined by

(4.21) GEL(c, EL, t)=GELOL(c,t)+GELNE(c,t)

Parameterisation

We have determined the parameters by own assessments. The present regime
seems to favour coal inter alia in Germany even though full costs of new gas
based electricity is lower than coal power costs. The model structure reflects this
and displays a very modest price sensitivity of fuel gas demand from new
investments in electricity generation. In addition we have calibrated country-
specific trends for baseline fuel shares in the future. In the baseline, it is assumed
that gas based electricity constitute practically all additional electricity production
in the Netherlands and Belgium, while coal power is assumed to be the most
preferred fuel in Germany. France is in an intermediate position. The price
sensitivity is assumed low in all countries, with elasticities ranging from -0,05 to -
0,2.

4.5 Market Balance
We have a demand model for four European countries. In order to see if the model
results are compatible with overall developments in the European gas market, it is
helpful to include gas demand in the rest of Europe. We thus calculate net demand
at the continent as the sum of gas demand in the four countries plus net imports of
gas in the rest of Continental Europe. Thus we can check whether the results for
the four countries is in accordance with the developments in the entire market.

First, net imports (GASNI(c,t)) in «our» countries are defined by the difference
between demand and increases in stocks (GASDSTOCK) less domestic
production of gas (GASP):

(4.21) GASNI(c,t)=GASDC(c,t)+GASDSTOCK(c,t)-GASP(c,t)

Total net imports at the continent (GASNICONT) is defined in:

(4.22) GASNICONT(t)=IGASNI(c,t)+GASNIREST(t)

where GASNIREST is net imports of gas in continental Europe exclusive
Germany, France, Netherlands and Belgium.
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5 Prices of alternative energy
For each sector there is one alternative energy price which enter the gas demand
equation. It is a weighted sum of the prices of alternative fuels and the weights
differ between sectors. Prices of alternative fuels are determined by equations like

(5.1) PAF(c,s,af,t)=BAF(c,af,t)+TXAF(c,s,af,t)+PDISC(c,s,af,t)

Equations (5.1) define market prices of alternative energy (PAF(c,s,af,t) where af
is alternative energy source af) as the sum of basic price (BAF), energy taxes
(TXAF) and a price discrimination variable (PDISC). The basic price is the lowest
pre tax price that the fuel is sold in the country. The price discrimination variable
captures base year differences between alternative fuel prices between sectors. For
example, households pay a much higher electricity price than industry (partly
because of lower load factors and larger distribution costs. Also household LFO
prices are slightly higher than LFO prices for industry). Both TXAF, PDISC and
BAF are exogenous variables.

The price of alternative energy in country c, sector s, year t is the weighted sum of
prices of alternative fuels (LFO, HFO, EL, COA).

(5.2) PALT(c, j , 0 = X,/ cpafsh(c, s, af,t)- PAF(c, s, af, t)

The exogenous weights, given by the coefficient vector cpafsh, are time-
dependent and must sum to unity for each sector. They are based on existing fuel
shares in energy demand.
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6 The structure of transport
margins

Transmission and distribution margins for gas include costs and profits. In some
cases it is customary to split costs on different operations (storage, capacity,
operating costs etc.). It is also obvious that costs differ highly between end-users,
where large users such as heavy industry incur much smaller costs in transporta-
tion than smaller customers do. Also, there may be large differences between
average and marginal costs, which may be of greater interest from an analytical
point of view. However, due to the data problems, we specify only average costs,
and let them be exogenous.

6.1 Gas prices
We assume one European Border price (EBP) for gas. Costs, profits and taxes in
the gas chain is then added. We distinguish between international and national
transmission.

First, the link from European border price to national border price:

(8.1) PTK(c,t) = EBP{t) + TMGI(c,t)

The purchase price of gas for the transmission sector in country c (PTK) is the
sum of the European border price (EBP) and a country-specific international
transmission margin for transport from the European border to the national border
(TMGI). The margins are additive and time-dependent, as well as country-
dependent.

Then comes distribution sector prices. Most sectors purchase gas from the
distribution sector. Some purchase directly from the transmission companies. The
latter are the public electricity sector and the chemical industry. Some companies
within other sectors also purchase directly from the transmission companies but
we neglect that. We assume that 10, HO, CO purchase all gas from the
distribution sector.

(8.2) PDK(c,t) = PTK(c,t) + TMG(c,DI,t)

The distribution sector in country c's purchase price from the national trans-
mission sector (PDK) is the sum of the transmission sector's purchase price at the
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border (PTK) and the transmission margin (inclusive profits) (TMG) to an
imaginary central point in the national gas market, where it sells gas to the
distribution sector. The end-user prices for sectors purchasing gas from the
distribution sector are:

(8.3) PGASD{c,m,t) = (PDK(c,t) + DM{c,m,t) + TXGAS{c,m,t))\\ + VAT(c,s,t))
m = HO, 10, CO

The end-user gas price PGASD is the sum of the distribution sector's purchase
price PD, the distribution sector's margin that consists of various costs and of
profits, and excise tax on gas (TXGAS). VAT is paid by the household sector.

The price equations for gas delivered to the electricity sector and the chemical
industry are similar to the price equation to the distribution sector, except that they
purchas gas directly from the transmission sector. Equations (8.4) and (8.5) are
gas prices to electricity production and the chemical industry.

(8.4) PGASD(c, PE,t) = PTK(c,t) + TMG(c, PE,t) + TXGAS (c, PE,t)

(8.5) PGASD(c,CH,t) = PTK(c,t) + TMG{c,CH,t) + TXGAS (c,CH,t)

For chemical industry, it might have been an alternative to assume that the gas
price be exogenous and the transmission margin endogenous, due to this
industry's strong exposure to international competition. However, we have chosen
to utilise the same structure as for the other sectors, but to account for the situation
by using a large price elasticity in the gas demand equation for this sector.

6.2 Transmission cost components
We have a simplified cost structure where average costs and profit margins (above
average costs) are specified for each market segment.

Equations for the transmission margin:

(8.6) TMG(c,l,t) = TC(c,I,t) + TPROFM(c,I,t)

(1 =DI, PE, CH)

We assume that only the distribution sector, the electricity sector and chemical
industry are served directly by the transmission companies. The gross trans-
mission margin TMG (i.e. inclusive profits) is the sum of TC - total average unit
costs for transmission to demand group 1 and TMPROFM, is the transmission
sector's profit margin above identified costs for each segment.

Equations for the distribution margin:

(8.7) DM(c,m,t) = DC(c,m,t) + DPR0FM(c,m,t) m = HO, 10, CO

where DM is distribution margin in country c,for deliveries to demand group m,
year t. Probably unit costs are lower for deliveries to CO and 10 than to HO.
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DC(c,m,t) are the cost margins for deliveries to different customer groups and
DPROFM are the profit margins above identified costs for the same deliveries.

Costs and profits in international transmission is

(8.8) TMGI(c,t) = TCI(c,t) + TPROFMI(c,t)

TMGI is gross international transmission margin for transport from European
border to National border of country c, year t. The same cost components and
profit margins are included as in national transmission.

6.3 Profits in the national transmission
sector

Profits in the national transmission sector is the profit margin multiplied by gas
deliveries to the various market segments in each country. We assume that the
transmission company can not discriminate between the distribution sector's
customers, but that it only sells gas at one price to the distribution sector.

Profits in the national transmission sector:

(8.9) TPROF(c,t) = J ] , TPROFM(c,l,t) • GASD{c,l,t) 1=DI, PE, CH

where GASD is gas delivered to market segment 1.

6.4 Profits in international transmission
(8.10) TPROFI{t) =

Profits in international transmission is the product of profit margins and gas
deliveries.

International transmission is only of some practical importance for deliveries to
Italy and partly France, among our 4 countries. International transmission costs
are zero for Germany and Netherlands (who imports very small quantities).

6.5 Profits in the distribution sector
Similarly to transmission sector profits, the distribution sector's profits in each
country are

(8.11) X ,DPROFM(c,m,t)-GASD(c,m,t)
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7 Behaviour in the
transmission and
distribution sectors

The model can be «closed» in different ways. Different hypotheses about price
formation and investment in the gas chain may warrant different solutions.
Important aspects of the behaviour in the companies in the transmission and
distribution sector are:

• The transmission margins which are set by transmission companies. The
transmission companies set their margins without full control of the
outcome of margins in the distribution sector.

• The distribution margins, set by distribution companies, often owned or
controlled by municipalities or city councils, decide on the margins often on
a cost-plus basis.

• Extension of grid, undertaken by transmission and distribution companies,
which most likely is heavily influenced by (present and prospective)
company profits.

Little research has been done and little data is easily available to shed light on
these matters. We will shortly discuss the below.

7.1 How are gas prices (really) determined ?
The EGM model and DYNOPOLY models had a passive transmission and
distributions sector and strategic suppliers endowed with given supply curves
(EGM) or investment projects (DYNOPOLY). The equilibrium gas price was
determined as game theoretic equilibria which balanced supply and demand.
ECON-ENERGY applied the market value principle and fixed the end user gas
price to competing fuel prices. The gas price accruing to suppliers was what was
left after transport margins and taxes were subtracted. Since this was only a
demand model, there was no direct market equilibrium for the European gas
market in ECON-ENERGY. The Coopers and Lybrand model is an open model
where the model user can interpret the market value principle in gas pricing. After
making assumptions on the ratio of gas prices to prices on alternative fuels in
different countries, the model calculates the netback market value of gas for the
suppliers (the Emden price or the European Border price in our terminology). The
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model did not contain a formal equilibrium between supply costs and
monopoly/monopsony power in the wholesale market. The model user has to
asses whether the market value of gas at the European border may can be seen as a
likely outcome or not. If the answer is «no», some new assumptions must be
made, e.g. on the ratio of gas prices to other fuel prices and the model run again.

We have above shortly argued that the market value principle is a very simple
notion but becomes less precise in practice since different consumers (even within
a sub-class of consumers) may perceive different alternative fuel costs. In
addition, dynamic considerations of the desired speed of gas expansion may have
strong impacts of a transmission or distribution company's pricing policies. Still,
it may be reasonable to assume that gas prices are set in order to maintain a certain
relationship to prices on competing fuels.

In table 7.1 below give an indication of the magnitude of variation in gas prices
compared to alternative fuels. The gas price relative to fuel oils differ highly
between countries, both if we compare with LFO or HFO. They are much lower in
the Netherlands than in the other countries, but differences between the other
countries are significant as well.

Table 1 Industry gas prices relative to fossil fuel prices

Country

Germany

France

Netherlands

Belgium

HFO

1,4

1,0

0,8

1,1

LFO

0,9

0,6

0,4

0,7

Source: IE A Energy prices and taxes

These differences may be due to specific conditions e.g. regarding what are really
the alternative fuels. But they may also reflect differences in pricing policy.

The model is going to be used in analyses of changes in the gas industry. This
entails analysing changes in pricing policies. At this stage of the project we will
let the model be an open one and not impose price equations whereby gas prices
are determined as a mark-up or mark-down on competing fuels. In stead the model
just has a cost-plus structure: For given external supply prices (what we call
European border prices»), transmission costs and profits and fuel taxes are added,
determining user prices of gas. The structure will be described below.

7.2 Grid expansion
Transmission and distribution companies decide on the degree of grid expansion.
Company profits is one (among several) potential explanatory variables in
determining the rate of grid expansion. It might be possible to quantify an
investment equation by using data and theory. One possibility is to introduce a
grid expansion function such as
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(7.1)

AAVAIL(c,s,t) = ZZAVAIL(c,s,t) + conavail{c,s,t) + profavai(c,s) • TPROFM(c,t)

AAV AIL is AVAIL-AVAIL.,, and AVAIL is an index of gas availability (the
fraction of a sector that are within a gas area). An inequality restriction that
AAV AIL should exceed zero would ensure that grid extension would never
decline even in the presence of low or negative profits. It would also introduce a
property of irreversibility in the gas transport system, which is probably a real
world feature important to include in a model. The present model version does not
contain this mechanism, but this will be considered when using the model in
practical applications.

7.3 European border prices
Choice of model closure rule must depend on the way we think the gas market is
structured. A perfect TPA regime and gas to gas competition may warrant
defining equilibrium as a perfectly competitive market or at least a competitive
game-theoretic equilibrium. The present situation is characterised by oligopoly
both on the producer side and the transmission company side. This might warrant
a market equilibrium with a game theoretical equilibrium.

The present regime, which may prevail or at least be only slightly weakened in the
medium term, is characterised by long run contracts. Thus, such contracts may
thus prevail for many years to come. In that case long run take or pay contracts
will be the dominant mode of exchange between producers and transport
companies. These contracts imply that border prices are indexed to fuel oil prices,
coal and overall consumer prices. This could result in equations for the European
Border Price (EBP) such as:

(7.2) EBP{t) = EBP("1995") + ]TC/?(c,o£sa(c,s,O • PALT{c,s,t) - ZZEBP(t)

where |3(c,t) are the shares of gas demand provided by country c, year t. ct(c,s,t)
are the sectoral gas demand shares in country c, year t. ZZEBP(t) is a calibration
constant. The equation should probably be formulated in logarithmic form. This
would ensure EBP move in line with prices of alternative fuels. With exogenous
margins, the model would determine gas prices and gas demand.

7.4 Model closure
In ECON GAS we just have The European border price should be modelled like in
equations 7.1-7.5. This means that we bring the entire market balance in the
European gas market into the model in a very aggregated fashion.

Regarding the behaviour in the T&D sector, we try to include the grid investment
functions from section 4. The first suggestion for the model is to use exogenous
T&D margins. When a first model version is running, we should try to let trans-
mission sector margins be determined as the result of a profit-maximising
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monopolist with static expectations. A next step may be to model a cournot
equilibrium between the 4 national transmission monopolies which means a more
competitive gas market, still in setting of myopic expectations. A final extension
is to introduce maximisation of present value of profits where the agents forecats
future prices and GDP correctly. In all these cases, we model the wholesale
market as determined by equation (7.1), which is a rather ad hoc (though realistic)
description of the supply side.

Optimisation solution?
An other solution may be to impose profit maximisation in the transmission
sector. If we impose an investment equation for grid extension, it should in
principle be possible to assume that the aggregate transmission sector set its
margins (given European Border Price) in order to maximise the present value of
profits over the period 1995-2020. This might capture parts of the effects if gas
markets became more competitive than today.
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8 Model multipliers
Before the model can be used in practical applications, it must be evaluated. One
common procedure to evaluate numerical models is by calculating multipliers.
This means comparing the results from a simulation where one changes one or
several variables, compared to a reference simulation. Below we have calculated
the multiplier of reducing transmission and distribution unit costs by 30 per cent
from 1995.

The simulation is not an attempt to describe future developments, but gives an
overview of the over all model properties. Since European border prices are
exogenous and gas prices are set on a cost-plus basis, this results in a significant
reduction in gas prices. The reduction varies between 6 and 20 per cent depending
on variations in costs, taxes and gas prices between countries and sectors. Figure
8.1 displays the effects on gas demand.

Figure 8.1 Changes in gas demand from a 30 per cent reduction in transmission
and distribution costs. Per cent

I
•L.

a.

14,0
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10,0

8,0

6,0
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. France

Belgium
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Netherlands \

Total

1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

Source: ECON

Among the effects are

• the price sensitivity is larger in the long run than in the short run,

• the demand effects stabilise from after 10 years,

• the demand effects are different between countries,
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• the total long run change in gas demand is around 6 per cent.

During the further work on the project, we will have to undertake numerous
experiments with the model in order to find a structure that seems reliable for the
problem that is analysed.
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Appendix 1: Behavioural parameters
Below we document the chosen parameters in the gas demand equations. The
parameter names refer to the equations in the report.

Table Al.l Key parameters in gas demand equations

Sector

Old dwellings

New dwellings

Chem. industry

Other industry

Commercial

lag coefficient

lamalfao=0,85

!amalfan=0,3

gdlam=0,5

gdlam=0,5

gdlam=0,5

short run price

prodh=-0,3

prndh=-l,4

gdpr=-2,5

gdpr=-0,5

gdpr=-0,5

short run GDP

-

-

gdinc=0

gdinc=0,4

gdinc=0,7

short run
availability

avodh=0,15

avndh=0,5

gdava=0,5

gdava=0,5

gdava=0,5

Table A1.2 Key parameters in fuel share equations, electricity generation

Germany

France

Netherlands

Belgium

coeny(gas)

0,385

0,63

0,99

0,90

coeny(coal)

0,615

0,37

0,01

0,10

doeny(gas)

0,1

0,5

0,01

0,9

doeny(coal)

0,1

0,5

0,01

0,9

Direct price
elasticity, gas

-0,06

-0,18

0,00

-0,08
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Appendix 2: Symbol explanations
Variables:

ALFAO(c,t)

ALFAN(c,t)

Share of old dwellings using gas

AVAIL(c, s, t)

BAF(c,s,t)

CEL(c,kn,t)

DELNE(c,t)

DELNET(c,kn,t)

DM(c, m, t)

DC(c, m, t)

DDWE(c,t)

DPROF(c, m, t)

DPROFM(c, m, t)

ELD(c,t)

ELPTG(c,k,t)

ELPTN(c,kn,t)

ELP(c,t)

ELPFOS(c,t)

ELNE(c,t)

Share of dwellings constructed in from year t-1 to year t
using gas

Gas coverage in country c, sector s, year t. Per cent

Basic (pre-tax) of alternative energy , country c,
alternative fuel af, year t

Marginal total electricity costs of using new technology
kn, country c, year t.

Incremental electricity production, country c, period t,
TWh.

Incremental electricity production using new technology
type kn, country c, period t, TWh.

Distribution margin for local distribution to demand
group m

Distribution costs for local distribution to demand group m

Dwellings constructed between year t-1 and year t

Distribution sector's profits in distribution to demand
group m

Distribution sector's profit
distribution to demand group m

margin in

Aggregate electricity demand in country c, year t. TWh

Energy efficiency in electricity generation using old
technology k

Energy efficiency in electricity generation using new
technology kn

Aggregate electricity production in country c, year t. TWh

Fossil based electricity production, country c, year t. TWh.

Electricity produced in fossil capacity installed after the
base year, TWh.
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ELOLT(c,k,t)

ELOL(ct)

EPSO(c,t)

EPSN(c,t)

GASD(c, s, t)

GASDC(c,t)

GASP(c,t)

GASNI(c,t)

GELNET(c,kn,t)

GASNIEST(t)

GELOLT(c,k,t)

GELNET(c,kn,t)

GELNE(c,t)

GEL(c, t)

GELOL(c,t)

GELNE(c,t)

GASNEDWE

GASOLDWE

HYD(c,t)

NUC(c,t)

OTHEL(c,t)

Electricity production country c, old technology k, year t.
TWh

Electricity production, sum of all old fossil technologies
country c, year t. TWh

Gas use per old dwelling using gas

Gas use per dwelling constructed in between year t-1 and
year t using gas

Gas demand in country c, sector s, year t. Mill, cm

Total gas demand in country c, year t

Gas production, country c, year t

Net imports of gas, country c, year t

Gas demand from incremental electricity production,
country c, technology kn, year t

Net imports of gad in Continental European countries
except the Netherlands, Germany, France and Belgium

Gas use in electricity production, country c, el-generating
technology type k, year t. Mill cm

Gas demand from electricity production in capacity
installed after the base year, technology kn, country c,
period t.

Gas use in electricity plants constructed after the base
year, country c, year t. Mill cm

Total gas used in public electricity generation. Mill cm

Gas demand from old electricity technology

Gas demand from new electricity technology

Gas demand from the stock of dwellings constructed
since the base year

Gas demand from the stock of dwellings constructed
until the base year

Hydroelectric production, country c, year t, TWh

Nuclear production, country c, year t, TWh

Other el production, country c, year t, TWh
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NEEL(c,t)

OLDWE(c,t)

PAF(c,s,af,t)

PDISC(c,s,af,t)

PALT(c, s, t)

PCAPEL(c,kn,t)

PD(c,t)

PEL(c,s,t)

PGASD(c, s, t)

PALT(c, s, t)

PCAPEL(c,kn,t)

PTK(c,t)

SHEL(c,kn,t)

TC(1, t)

TPROFM(c,l,t)

TPROF(c, t)

TCI(c,t)

TPROFMI(c,t)

TPROFI(c,t)

Net exports of electricity, country c, year t. TWh.

Number of dwellings constructed until the base year

Market price of alternative energy , country c, sector s,
alternative fuel af, year t.cECU/cm

Price discrimination factor for country c, sector s,
alternative fuel af, year t.

Average alternative energy price, country s, sector s,
yeart

Unit capital costs for new electricity technology
kn, country c, period t.

Distribution sector's purchase price from the transmission
sector, country c, year t.

Price of electricity (1995=1)

Gas price in country c, sector s, year t. cECU (1995)
per cm

Price of alternative price to gas in country c, sector s, year
t. cECU/cm.

Unit capital costs for new electricity technology kn in
country c in year t

Transmission sector's purchase price of gas, country c,
yeart.

Share of new electricity production produced by
technology kn, country c, period t.

National transmission unit costs for deliveries to demand
group 1.

National transmission profit margin for deliveries to
demand group 1

National transmission sector profits, country c, year t.

International transmission unit cost for deliveries to
country c

International transmission profit margin for deliveries to
country c

International transmission sector profits, country c, year t.
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TOTPROF

TMG(l,t)

TMGI(c, t)

TXAF(c,s,af,t)

TXGAS(c,s,t)

ZZx

VAT(c,s,t)

Discounted profits, all countries, national and international
transmission. Mill. 1994-ECU.

Transmission margin for transmission sector's deliveries to
sector 1, year t. Includes transmission from national border
to end-user.

Transport margin for international transmission from the
European border to the national border. Country c, year t.

Tax rate for alternative energy , country c, sector s,
alternative fuel af, year t

Tax rate for gas, country c, sector s, alternative fuel af,
yeart

Error term in equation where variable x is determined

Value added tax
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